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“And Crispin Crispin shall ne’er go by
From this day to the ending of the world,
But we in it shall be remembered;
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers;”

It is possible to zoom further in the newspaper items and printed materials
for more comfortable reading.

This final ‘issue’ of Margaret’s memories is to be devoted almost entirely to he
thoughts she penned or wrote with help of a pre-computer typewriter. They are a
mixture of letters to newspaper editors, replies to and comments about other newspaper readers’ thoughts, book reviews, firmly-held views on the Direct Grant system,
girls’ education, co-education and creative writing. We thought it good, with some
exceptions, to leave the various pieces without comment and allow them to speak
for themselves, rather in the manner in which, as schoolgirls we would not have
dared to interrupt the magisterial flow.[Yet how she relished a good discussion!]

The following extracts from the magazine of Sutton High School written by the teenage Margaret
give an indication of what was to come. We have also included poems by Ceridwen (C.Cotes) as
the two girls were so in tune with each other.

‘An Afterthought’ is a short history of the Girls’ Division, written in Margaret’s inimitable style and culminating in congratulations to the Boys’ Division on their hundredth
birthday.

An Afterthought
In the main courtyard of Bolton School grow two horse-chestnut-trees. One,
on the boys’ side, is large and mature; thrusting up on the girls’ side is its junior companion, planted within the last ten years or so. They have not yet quite
reached the point of intertwining but the event is foreseeable and symbolic.
Though so much younger than the boys’ school, the girls’ division is venerable among
the ranks of girls’ schools. Their timetable is quite different. The first public day school
for girls, Miss Buss’s North London Collegiate School, was opened only in 1850, and
when in 1877 a group of far-sighted Bolton citizens came together to found a girls’
high school they were in the forefront of a movement which was sweeping England.
Everywhere the claim of girls to have ‘a sound English education’ was being recognised. What was a little unusual was the strong Dissenting element among the
founders, many of whom were connected with Bank Street Unitarian Chapel, a tradition perpetuated by our present Chairman of the Girls’ Committee, Miss Rosamund
Taylor. Each founder guaranteed £200. Most notable were Mr. and Mrs. W. Haslam;
she served as a governor for forty-five years and their son Will Haslam, who earned
excellent reports from 1895-8 in the Kindergarten (the forerunner of Beech House) is
happily still with us and may claim to be our most distinguished and loyal Old Boy.
The first thing to do was to find a Headmistress. To this end they advertised for “an efficient lady teacher” who was ”required to teach the following subjects – Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, English, History and Needlework: French and
Latin language also preferred.” As an afterthought she was also required to ‘organise
the school’ and for all this she was to receive £100 a year – a magnificent salary for a
woman in those days. Present-day parents may perhaps be filled with nostalgia on
learning that the fees were originally four guineas per annum- but they went up almost
as regularly as they do now,. Even this modest sum proved hard to extract from the parental pockets – the Minute Books are full of accounts of tussles with defaulting fathers:
for twenty years the school was to be run on the narrowest financial margin, always
in danger of closing down. Twenty-two pupils were recruited and the school opened
under Miss Eliza Kean in a room of the Mechanics’ Institute on October 1st, 1877.

There seems to have been surprisingly little prejudice to be overcome. Noone seems to have objected, as they frequently did elsewhere, that examinations would impair the natural modesty of the female sex, or , more frankly,
that “young gentlemen do not like brains in a woman.” At any rate, the first
Prizegiving in January, 1879 seems to have been a genial affair, with great
stress laid on the benefit likely to accrue to the town. Mr W. Hart, for instance,
said that “he felt there was a great want in this town of a school similar to the
Bolton Boys’ Grammar School for the advantage of girls.” Mr Mason went
further and after remarking on the brilliant achievements of the boys of Bolton in Chemistry, jovially added that “he was afraid they would find the girls
beating the boys. The boys, he had no doubt, would try to hold their own.”
The account occupying three full columns of the Evening News, of the second
Prizegiving in December, 1879, is even more enlightening, not only as it shows the
state of the school but even more as it reflects the Bolton of that day. An unkind
anecdote is told about the competition for the Thomasson Exhibition in 1878: “it
was characteristic of the place and the class that the father of one of the visiting
boys should have expressed a wish to take his son’s exhibition in cash!” (laughter).
This slight was indignantly repudiated by another speaker, who said “that there
was not another town the size of Bolton which could present so many ladies and
gentlemen who had so deep, earnest and intelligent an interest in matters of education.” There were interesting contrasts in the social attitudes on the platform.
One speaker assumed, as might be expected at that date that secondary education should be available only to one-seventh of the population which belonged to
“the upper and middle classes”; whereas the visitor, Professor Wilkins of Owens
College, lived nobly up to the democratic reputation of that place of learning. “ He
had been told of a lady in Manchester - for a lady she was in every sense of the
word although engaged in the retail business - who had been to one or another,
three or four, of the good schools, the schools of high repute, where she could
get a sound education for a promising girl of hers, who had been turned from the
door of every one of them. Well he (the speaker) thought such a state of things
as that - where a girl of high promise was refused the opportunity of a sound education because her mother was in the retail trade - could not be allowed to exist
any longer.” (applause) He believed all these new public day schools ought to be
“absolutely free from snobbery and class-distinctions.” (Hear, hear) His remarks
were evidently well-received. Nor was it long before free scholarships were
given at the High School, first by private generosity and after 1905 as a necessary condition of the school entering into the Board of Education scheme.

When in 1880 Miss Kean departed, the committee advertised in a London paper
for “a first-class Headmistress”- and they got her, although she was already in
Bolton. Mrs Sarah Corbett had her own school in Silverwell Street, which now
amalgamated with the High School and moved to 39, Chorley New Road, up
which it has been edging its way ever since. As Miss Woodhead she had been
one of the first three students at Girton, and the first to take the Mathematical
Tripos. She is still remembered in the College song –
Let us give three cheers
For Woodhead, Cooke
and Lumsden
The Girton pioneers:
Sad to say, her health broke down in 1881, so her reign was short, but she seems
to have given the school its direction for many years to come. From 1890 onwards there has almost always been at least one Bolton girl at Cambridge, often
reading Mathematics. “ I have rarely examined a school” said the Cambridge Visiting Examiner in 1883, “which has done better in Algebra.” “As far as my experience of girls’ schools extends” says another visitor in 1885, “ it is in Mathematics
that the School takes a distinct lead. The teaching is most thorough and methodical, and it is rare that I see, either amongst the boys or girls, so large a proportion of papers showing such an intelligent grasp of Mathematical principles…..”
The Cambridge tradition now established itself, for Mrs. Corbett’s successor was Miss Vokins, again a Mathematician and one of the first students
of Newnham. Her photograph, which looks down on the present Headmistress’s desk alongside the penetrating, intellectual regard of Mrs. Corbett,
is a surprising one. For one thing, she looks so young; for another she has
the air of an Emily Bronte rather than of a Victorian headmistress – a passionate, dark, romantic eye. She lacks, too, the high-boned collar and the
cameo brooch. However, her six years seem to have been marked by nothing more dramatic than steady progress and the move to “Hopefield”. The jocose prediction (“We shall have the girls beating the boys!”) was fulfilled when in
1882 F.E.Bevan came first in the Bolton Centre for the Cambridge Local Examination. The girls were evidently finding that Jane Austen’s maxim - “If a woman have the misfortune of knowing anything, she should conceal it as well as she can” – was one to be discarded in examinations,
however effective it may remain to this day as a guide to social success.

When in 1887 Miss Johnson came (once more from Newnham) to be Headmistress, what seems to have been the Aesthetic Period set in. She was related to Macmillans the publisher and they gave 68 volumes to start a
school library. The Magazine was founded. Miss Jarvis, too, came to
teach “History, English, Sewing, Singing, Drill and Games”- Miss Jarvis who
“had red-gold hair and wore dresses of Liberty serge; blue, green and goldenbrown”, and read poetry in a thrilling voice every Friday. Even the first Athletic
Sports (888) seem to have been rather graceful. (“Light refreshments to be provided and a string band to be engaged.”) But hockey, so surviving members
of the club founded in 1891 aver, was never and nowhere played more ruthlessly. (Incidentally, in 1908, Albert Ward supplied six hockey sticks for 4/6d!)
Healthy murmurs of protest against too much brain-work too, are heard in the
first School Magazine in 1893. –
Bolton Town’s in Lancashire,
By famous Manchester City;
The River Croal, so dirty and small
Washes it (when it’s washed at all);
But when begins my ditty,
In the year 1893,
The children suffering to see
From lessons: ‘twas a pity:
But on the whole the Nineties were far more Noble than Naughty. The aesthetic note
is heard in the accounts of pictures in the form-rooms and the ubiquitous form-mottoes. The Third Form had “ Infinite is the help man can yield to man” in a tangle of wild
roses, the First Form “’Tis only noble to be good”, Form III A soared into Latin with
“Omnia labor vincit” and the Fifth Form chose one that seems a little ambiguous –
“Pitch your behaviour low, your projects high!” The whole school adopted Tennyson’s
“Let knowledge grow from more to more
Yet more of reverence in us dwell.”
Yet in Miss Johnson’s own Reports the quotations are not from Tennyson, but
Wordsworth’s more austere formidable vision –
“A perfect woman, meekly planned
To warn to comfort, or command.”

The private drafts of her speeches remain, with many underlinings and crossings-

out, expressing a voluble, generous and impetuous character. Even today she
strikes me as very modern in her emphasis on doing and making things instead
of just absorbing knowledge, and on the social side of school life. She evidently
grasped the great advantage which girls’ schools had at this time (as a compensation for this lack of tradition) – their freedom to tackle education in a new way. Thus
she claims “our Tuesday afternoon Arts and Crafts classes” as a unique institution.
It is her strong opinion that “modern languages should be taught from a practical
point of view – ie. not narrowly and commercially practical, but so as to enable us
to get at and appreciate the thoughts and feelings of a person of different nationality from our own.” Poor Miss Johnson! She had her exasperations. Although in
1891 Fanny Smethurst “has been never absent, never late for a whole year” she
is a singular paragon; far too many pupils attend irregularly ( especially on the
morrow of holidays!) and call forth this cri-de-coeur: “ I shall hate to appear - or to
be - rigid or unsympathetic - no-one more desires than I to maintain a discipline
which should be flexible and spontaneous, rather than formal and forced….” but
what is she to do with these frivolous, unpunctual girls? Or with their mothers?
Privately she records her interviews with them – “Mother gives them holiday for
Royal weddings - I remonstrate.” “Mother complains windows open in classroom
(five minutes on account of smoke!)” “ I have fainted (feint?) in Arts and Crafts.” And
what is one to make of this cryptic entry? “Mother says A is deaf, she is grieved
about book and has seen a boy on Tuesday morning looking over a hedge”…….?
When she left Bolton in 1895, Miss Johnson went to keep house for her brother Willy, a notable don of King’s College, Cambridge, and there in Edwardian times she entertained Will Haslam. He still remembers: “Fanny was full of
well-meaning, amateurish magicals, and very intense. One had to be careful not to be caught in her traps.” A surprising glimpse of a retired headmistress.
The milestone of the 1890s was the move in 1891 (with 67 girls) to Park Road
(now the Boys’ Division Junior School). This new building was the last word in
school design and was rapturously appreciated. It was opened by the great Mrs.
Henry Fawcett, whose speech on the occasion might have been given today, so
typical are its warnings on ‘specialisation’ and ‘over-pressure’. It is simple and
profound. Sentiment and coyness have been left far behind. “The opening of
the avenue of education and freedom to women” she said “ has been an unmixed good. By this means the powers of the mind have been developed to be
used, not for selfish ends - above all, not for self-display - but for the good of others. Such women must add to the national strength and greatness of England.”

From this point onwards the school never looked back. In 1893 began the longest
span in the school’s history, the headship of Miss Olivia Dymond. (another Newnham mathematician) which lasted for twenty-six years. There was never any doubt
that Miss Dymond was a great headmistress. In 1906 His Majesty’s Inspectors
congratulated the Governors on having “ a very capable headmistress who is exercising a good influence on the girlhood of Bolton, not only intellectually but in other
ways, not less important in the formation of their characters. Her influence is felt in
every corner of the school.” Like all those of her type and generation she worked
incessantly. She did not even have a secretary until 1911. She attended to every
detail. She kept, for instance, a scrap book in which she pasted every receipt or
postcard received from the War Charities throughout the Great War. She introduced school uniform and compulsory games and she is the first ( but not the last)
Head Mistress who is described as issuing a circular “ on the importance of the children’s clothes being clearly marked.” When the King proclaimed a week’s holiday in
honour of the Coronation in 1911, such was her devotion to duty that she said “ the
girls taking the Higher Certificate cannot possibly spare the time from their study”
and gave up her own holiday to stay with them. One hopes they were grateful.
Miss Dymond was followed by the magnificent Miss M.H.Meade (1919-38).
She had been a girl under Miss Beale at Cheltenham Ladies’ College and her adventurous spirit had led her to India and Egypt; she brought to the school wider horizons
and celebrated friends. She recruited distinguished staff, among them Miss Drury who
was to stay forty-five years at Beech House, and Miss Bishop who brought lacrosse
from St. Andrew’s and founded a still lively tradition. It was she who presided over the
move to the new building, where she insisted on absolutely first-rate quality in every
fitment. She evidently had the energy and brilliance of lightning, and some of its terror. Her successor, Miss Varley (1938-54) was of softer mould, more self-effacing but
no less strong. In her day everything was calm and kind; no-one ran in the corridors
or shouted in the form-rooms, and she began every day by taking out a large yellow
duster. From time to time she sends us benign messages from retirement in Sussex.
The impossible task of recording more recent developments, of which the last
decade has been full, will not be attempted- what is intended here is merely a grace-note to the full and stately theme of this book. They are in any case
much better known. But if one looks at the line of development from 1877 to
1974 there is a clear, unwavering direction: a steady aspiration towards intellectual excellence, a keen loyalty and pleasure in belonging to a growing community, and a gradual convergence with the much older establishment next door.

The impossible task of recording more recent developments, of which the
last decade has been full, will not be attempted- what is intended here is merely a grace-note to the full and stately theme of this book. They are in any case
much better known. But if one looks at the line of development from 1877 to
1974 there is a clear, unwavering direction: a steady aspiration towards intellectual excellence, a keen loyalty and pleasure in belonging to a growing community, and a gradual convergence with the much older establishment next door.
The most significant date in the school’s history is 1913, when the first Viscount
Leverhulme coupled it with the old Boys’ Grammar School in a single indissoluble
Foundation. That he saw its potentiality as an equal partner in that enterprise, is
one more proof, if one were needed, of his magnanimity and foresight. Very few
business men in 1913 would have considered girls to be worthy of equal treatment
with boys, with exactly corresponding facilities for science and sport and the same
right to an atmosphere of dignity and tradition. Visitors to the Chorley New Road
have been known to have been carried past in the bus and to exclaim, when enlightened “ But I thought that couldn’t be a girl’s school; only boys’ school look like that!”
Though younger in history we are very much contemporaries and
rades in the present, and certain to be partners in the future. So it
the Girls’ Division great pleasure to congratulate Big Brother on his
hundredth birthday and to wish him many happy returns of the
Margaret Higginson

comgives
fourday.

The following item is a record of a visit made by Margaret to Mrs Winder of Sheffield, who was a daughter of one of the founders of the High School.

The two ‘Guardian’ articles which follow were written by Margaret after the
publication of ‘Learning and Living: a
Feminine Viewpoint’, a survey based
on a questionnaire sent out to Old
Girls in 1960.
It will be fascinating for present students and Old Girls to consider the
statistics given and to compare them
with present-day statistics, e.g. 32% of
all married women doing full or parttime work outside the home.

The following extracts are from the Headmistress’s reports on Speech Day. Far from
being a dry account of the year’s activities Margaret’s reports always written and presented with a happy blend of precision, warmth and appreciation for her staff. Quite
apart from the necessary statistics and information to be replayed there was always
some nugget to take away and ponder on.

Janet Hathaway, who was Head Girl 1965-66 ad an excellent working relationship
with Margaret during her term of office (and afterwards!) and Margaret was delighted when Janet presented her with the following collection of cartoons.

Introduction to MDH’s prize ‘The education of girls in the 19th century’
Introduction to MDH’ s prize essay “The Education of girls in the l9th Century. (Written when she was in the Sixth Form at Sutton High School during the mid-1930s.)
As you might expect, (and you won’t be disappointed), this is an amazing piece, which
brings together her wide knowledge of the period both in literature and what would later
be called social history. Written nearly 70 years ago, when she was a schoolgirl herself,
it lays out the core beliefs that we later knew and respected. It’s also very entertaining.
Her punctuation and grammar are impeccable as always, and apart from one rather
endearing spelling-mistake that we all made at Bolton School (“predjudice”), it’s
transcribed just as she wrote it.
She examines in detail the first century in which girls’ education made real progress,
and notes that women were officially admitted to Oxford in 1919. But it comes as a shock
to read that Cambridge had still not given in on his point at the time she was writing.
In happy memory of the many arguments we had on this topic in later years, a few
points arise.
P.2. The first author to draw her fire is Rousseau, insisting that a young girl should
be educated entirely for the convenience of men. Even worse, that this servitude
must be constantly and visibly demonstrated, whether genuine or not.
(30 years later I remember an uneasy silence in class when I pointed out that Rousseau’s interest in the development of his own (illegitimate) infants ended on the
steps of the local foundling-hospital.)
P.3. She cites her beloved Jane Austen as one of the luckier girls of the late 18th
C., in that she had access to a good library and sensible parents, unlike many from
wealthier homes, whose education was designed to give the high polish that made
them socially successful, and little else. (She can’t have read one of her later favourites, Middlemarch, at this stage, or we’d have the cold elegant sylph Rosamond
Vincy, whom MDH quoted to us as “the soft white mushroom that pushes up the
paving-stone.” Rosamond has picked up the impressive style of her piano-tutor at
Mrs.Lemon’s Academy and young Dr.Lydgate mistakes her for a woman of intelligent feeling. She mistakes him for a man of property, and therein lies their tragedy.)
P.4. She has no time for feminine frailty and is a trifle hard on poor little Harriet Smith in
“Emma” who “fell down in a faint when she met a gypsy.” In fact Harriet was mobbed by a
whole pack of gypsies after her purse and was lucky to be rescued before she was robbed.

P.5. Horribile dictu! Poetic diction rears its ugly head in the genteel magazines of 1809, where all the girls have mouths that are “portais of coral” and
“teeth whiter than pearls.” The text is so overgrown with poetic fungus that it’s
quite impossible to tell what’s happening to Elvira and her admirer Augustus.
P.S. MDH cites “Mangnall ‘s Questions” as “the horrible primer”, a sort of tyrannical textbook that imposed knowledge by the question-and-answer method, as
if life were a sort of chilly perpetual “Mastermind”. There are several other disparaging references to this book, including p.11, where the Royal Commissioners reporting on the condition of endowed schools in 1863 complained
that it led only to parrot-learning of disconnected strings of information. This
seems more like disapproval of the way it was used rather than the text itself.

But had MDH actually looked at a copy? Richmal Mangnall was a very successful
Yorkshire headmistress, and judging by her portrait, a dead ringer for Jane Austen,
fashionably-dressed, with lively dark eyes. The full title of her book was “Historical and Miscellaneous Questions for the use of Young People, with a Selection of
British and General Biography, &, &. “It ran to 500+ pages and was so useful that it
went in to 100 editions during the 19th C. Copies can still be picked up on Amazon.
Ms Mangnall was particularly proud of the frontispiece, an engraving of all the
kings and queens of England since the Anglo-Saxon heptarchy, arranged in the
branches of an oak tree. In her Preface, she explains that it is designed for selfstudy, assuming enquiring minds and a continuing thirst for knowledge in her pupils. After her death in 1820 it was expanded and revised several times to keep it
up to date. Later editions include navigation, astronomy, botany and other scientific subjects, at a time when the only university courses were based on divinity.
P.11. Perhaps over-reliance on Mangnall ‘s Questions did lead to a scattergun approach to learning; MDH recalls Jane Austen’s satirical account of the
poverty of the aristocratic Bertram sisters’ education in “Mansfield Park”. But
like Jane Austen, she leaves it to the reader to appreciate the achievement of
their self-taught cousin Fanny Price, whose natural good taste and sensitivity to literature is recognised and fostered by their more intelligent brother.
The essay becomes less critical but no less lively as the proper education of girls
develops with the century, to the benefit of both sexes. There were still campaigns
to be pursued, and MDH was to play her own part in these for the rest of her life.

The Education of Girls in the 19th C. by MD Higginson (prize essay while in the
Sixth Form at Sutton High School.)
The century I have to deal with is an odd one that defies classification. You might
consider, as you advance from Jane Austen to Mrs.Pankhurst, that the landscape
gets wilder and wilder; on the other hand, if you start from the French Revolution
and end with Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee it might seem to become more
and more humdrum. It was a time of extraordinarily various change, yet it was an
age of exceptional order and continuity. It was full of imperceptible revolutions,
which are accomplished, not by direct challenge, but by silent penetration. Among
these silent changes, there are none more important than those in education. It is
hardly too much to say that every branch of education suffered a revolution in the
19th century. Universities and public schools were reformed out of all recognition;
technical and adult education grew up from nothing at all, and of course the state
system of elementary schools, let alone secondary schools, did not begin to exist
till after 1833. The change in girls’ education is one of the most entertaining to follow the history of.
I shall confine myself entirely to the education of girls in the upper and middle
classes. This division makes itself quite naturally, because there was not any differentiation of sex in the elementary schools... the denominational schools which
were the nucleus of the state system. When the Act of 1870 was passed, setting up Board Schools, girls were admitted to them on exactly the same terms as
boys, except for trifling distinctions as to needlework. Girls were expected to acquit
themselves as well as boys; no allowances were made in the Board School for the
delicacy of the female constitution or the inferiority of the female brain. It is worth
noticing that the equal opportunities which upper class girls had to fight for with the
greatest tenacity were given as a matter of course to their social inferiors.
But if! narrow my subject in this one respect, I intend to treat it in the very broadest
way in all others. I shall not keep very closely to the history of the subject because
you are more likely to be entertained by suggestions than by statements. Indeed
most of the history is only to be discovered by looking into contemporary literature.
All the best and most lively evidence is to be found in the books of the time... in
Jane Austen, in Mrs.Gaskell, in the Brontes, in George Eliot, in George Gissing, in
Tennyson’s Princess, in Ruskin’s Sesame and Lilies., in fact in almost every book
that has a heroine. All these authorities speak so delightfully for themselves that I
shall hardly do more than attempt to bring them together and supply the historical
thread. Again, I shall regard my subject as a very elastic one which can include not
only the changes in Girls’ schools but the feminine assault on the universities.

Lastly, I shall not keep very closely to education in the formal sense at all. You cannot explore girls’ education in any age without receiving some impression of the
ideal of feminine character which lay behind it. I should like to capture these successive, subtly changing perfect ladies... these and some of the real women who
modified the ideal.
There is no temptation to overrun my century at the nearer end. The great Education Act of 1902 makes a most convenient limit to it. This is the Act which set
up State Secondary Schools on equal terms for boys and girls and the history of
girls’ education as a distinct topic almost ceases with it. But at the other end of the
century there is nothing so distinct as an Act of Parliament, and I hope I shall be
forgiven if I glance quickly back on the 17th and 18th centuries. To go back as far
even as the Puritans, their ideal of women had been more or less that of the Old
Testament... Milton’s Eve in fact. Her chief virtue was sobriety and her vocation
household management. But this ideal was complicated by new ideas from France,
where woman was regarded as a beautiful scintillating creature, a delicate toy.” I
consider woman,” said Addison at the beginning of the 18th century “as a beautiful romantic animal”, and his view prevailed widely in the years which followed.
Rousseau made it worse by his popular account of the upbringing of Sophia, the
supposed child of nature. Where Emile, the boy, is concerned, Rousseau is enlightened if not revolutionary, but there is no emancipation for Sophia.
“The whole education of woman should be related to that of man. To please them,
to be useful to them, to become loved and honoured by them, to bring them up
when young, to care for them when grown, to advise, to console them.. . these
are the duties of woman at every age, and that is what they should be taught from
childhood.
They are dependent on what men think of them, on how highly their virtues are
valued, just as much as children are at the mercy of the judgments of men; it is not
enough that they should be estimable: they must be esteemed; it is not enough
that they should be beautiful: they must be pleasing; it is not enough for them to be
virtuous: they must be considered as such.”
If even a philosopher could show such prejudice, it is not surprising that the rest of
the world followed suit, and the kind of duplicity of character he recommends become an approved thing. It was thought proper that women should cultivate their accomplishments and even their virtues merely for show. The celebrated Dr.Gregory
admonishes his daughters in the little book he wrote for their instruction, about
1800, to cultivate religion for two reasons: because it was a good thing, and it endeared them to the opposite sex. No wonder poor Mary Wollstonecraft exclaimed
“It is time to separate unchangeable morals
from local manners!”

But she was a voice in the wilderness and these standards of seeming rather than
being had an immense effect on girls’ education. All the efforts of the fashionable
boarding school were concentrated on making their girls appear well in society. Social graces were valued far higher and happy was the school that could offer as one
prospectus of the 18th century offered, the advantage of a coach in the back garden,
from which young ladies could practise ascending and descending with elegance.
This is not to say of course that there was no education which was not frivolous
and no conception of women which went beyond the peacock stage. Jane Austen
herself, born in 1775, was one of the fortunate exceptions who belonged to a large
sensible family and was taught at home by both father and mother. She had the run
of a good library, sharpened her wits in company with her brothers and sisters, and
had written a delicious parody of Goldsmith’s History of England before she was 16.
Other women escaped even more decisively from the frivolity of girls’ education, but
they escaped into oddity and became bluestockings, a class apart and rather glorying in its smallness. And other women, perhaps the majority, escaped in the other
direction. They carried on the older, solider tradition of the good housewife. One of
these was the lady whom the Vicar of Wakefield chose
“as she did her wedding-gown, not for a fine glossy surface, but for such qualities
as would wear well. To do her justice, she was a good-natured notable woman, and
as for her breeding, there were few country ladies who could show more. She could
read any English book without much spelling and for pickling, preserving and cookery, none could excel her.”
And even Mrs.Boswell, that pathetic nonentity who was left in her bleak Scottish
manor house while her husband was gadding with Dr.Johnson, was famous for one
thing.. . she made delicious marmalade. Women, even of the upper class in the i8~
century still had a trade. Their proper occupation was housekeeping and it employed
their energy and brains and gave an object to their education, usually conducted in
the home. But the occupation fell out of fashion. Do you remember Mrs.Bennet in
Pride and Prejudice saying (when Charlotte Lucas is “wanted for mince pies”) “I
always keep servants that can do their own work. . . my daughters are brought up
differently.” The eviction of the i9~ century lady and her daughters from their own
kitchens was little less than a tragedy and resulted in a terrible boredom and superficiality in social life. Not to work with one’s own hands became the touchstone
of respectability to which thousands of women were aspiring. The boarding school
miss came more and more into vogue as the housewife dwindled. Emily Davies
writing fifty years or so after Mrs.Bennet’s time, makes of this change an eloquent
argument for a better intellectual education.

“A hundred years ago”, she says, “women might know little of history or geography
and nothing at all of any language but their own. . .they might be careless of what
was going on in the outer world... ignorant of science and art. . . but their minds were
not inactive. Circumstances provided a discipline which is now wholly wanting and
which needs to be supplied by a wider and deeper cultivation.”
So far I have only reached the threshold of the 19th century and I still intend to pause
there long enough to glance at 3 or 4 heroines who illustrate different types of feminine ideal which will appear again and again during the century. They all flourished
about the year 1800. There is Mary Somerville running wild on her Scottish moors
till at the age of 8 she was packed off to a Musselburgh ladies’ seminary where she
was clapped into cast iron corsets and her chin supported by an iron ring. Needless
to say she languished. She was allowed to come home again, though she had to
struggle for 20 years before she could get books to satisfy her craving for mathematics. So well did she succeed that in the end her book on the Differential Calculus
was actually adopted as a textbook for Cambridge University... There was Dorothy
Wordsworth, keeping her exquisite journal and tramping 30 miles a day across the
Cumberland Fells. Sometimes she goes completely alone and talks to all the characters she meets. Her circle makes its own conventions, but they are all rare people
in it. How unlike her is Harriet Smith, the typical boarding school product described
by Jane Austen in Emma. By no means the worst of her class, a nice quiet, easily
amused, brainless girl, she falls down in a faint when she meets a gypsy, providing
an opportunity for some easy gallantry on the hero’s part. How Harriet would have
called down the thunders of the magnificent Mary Wollstonecraft, the heroically daring authoress of A Vindication of the Rights of Women. This is what she has to say
about feminine timidity.
“In the most trifling dangers they cling to their support with parasitical tenacity, piteously demanding succour, and their natural protector extends his arm or lifts up his
voice, to guard the lovely trembler. . . from what? Perhaps from the frown of an old
cow or the jump of a mouse; a rat would be a serious danger. In the name of reason and even of common sense, what can save such beings from contempt, even
though they be soft and fair?”
Mary Wolistonecraft sees that women are their own worst enemies because they
cling to petty artifices which bring them power but also bring them contempt. She
wants a noble equality of the sexes, based on reason and mutual respect. “It is
time,” she says, “to effect a revolution in feminine manners, to restore them to their
lost dignity and make them as part of the human species labour by reforming themselves to reform the world.” But all the eloquence of this first suffragette beats in
vain against the rocks of prejudice; slow corrosion, not frontal attack, was to overcome them.

For many years to come the only claim woman in general could have to men’s respect was Beauty and the achievement of beauty and the social graces remained
the ideal of girls’ education. Perhaps the most typical feminine ideal of the time is
that expressed in the magazine heroines, who are all as like as two peas. Here is
Elvira, who figured in the Ladies ‘Magazine for 1809.
“Elvira’s complexion rivalled the snowy whiteness of the lily. Her eyes were black
as jet, fringed with long silken auburn lashes, which looked extremely soft and
feminine and peculiarly fascinating. Her nose was a handsome aquiline and rather
prominent. Her cheeks transcended the loveliest bloom of the peach blossom.
Her mouth was a portal of coral ranged with teeth whiter than pearls. A profusion
of glossy auburn tresses shaded her fine countenance, which, I may say without
exaggeration was as beautiful as was ever gazed on by mortal.”
Here, incidentally, is the companion picture:“Augustus was a noble, ingenuous and accomplished youth.. . often would
the fear of commiserating sympathy gem his fine and intelligent eyes at hearing the sorrows of Elvira. Frequently would he carelessly wander with her and
his beloved sister in the umbrageous walks at their Elysian residence whilst he
listened enraptured to the refined and judicious conversation of Miss Whatley.”
It is quite irrelevant to girls’ education, but here is the end of the story.. .alas!
“The torch of Hymen, the smiles of Cupid, the loves of Venus were exchanged by
the ignominious and flagitious circumvention of a parent for melancholy and despair, and finally for the sable apparatus of the tomb.”
(Perhaps it is only fair to Elvira to suggest that heroines quite as superlative, disguised in modern terms, might be found in every number of Woman or Eve.)
And it was Elvira, with perhaps a diminishing stress upon her judicious conversation, who dominated the English Boarding School for the next 50 or 60 years. Miss
Pinkerton was in her heyday.
There is really very little educational history to record in the first half of the ~ century. More and more girls were sent to boarding schools to acquire elegance, but
no new ideas entered with them. The back board, the piano and Man gall ‘s Questions held undisputed sway. Perhaps it is worth quoting Thomas Hood’s summary
of the curriculum at The Grove:-

“And thus their studies they pursued. . . on Sunday
Beef, collects, batter, texts from Dr.Price;
Monday, French, pancakes, grammar, of a Monday;
Tuesday..hard dumplings, globes, Chapman’s Advice;
Wednesday. .fancy work, rice-milk (no spice);
Thursday. .pork, dancing, currant bolsters, reading;
Friday. .beef, Mr.Butler and plain rice;
Saturday. .scraps, short lessons and short feeding,
Stocks, backboards, hash, steel collars and good breeding.”
While I skip half a century of school history, perhaps I should spare time to look at
the home education, and first at the private governess. Most of us take our idea of
the governess’s life from Charlotte and Anne Bronte and regard it with horror. It is
just, therefore, to remember Emma Woodhouse’s Miss Taylor, who was her pupil’s
close and trusted friend. Still, even in the same book, Emma, we hear much of Jane
Fairfax’s reluctance to become a governess. Charlotte Bronte’s fate was much
more the rule than Miss Taylor’s. The governess was often treated as a mere upper
servant.., a friendless creature crushed between the upper and lower millstones
of the family and the domestics. No doubt you all remember that when Charlotte
Bronte’s youngest pupil once burst out at table “I love oo, Miss Bronte”, his mother
remarked with astonishment “What, love the governess, my dear!” Add to this disdain the fact that a governess was almost always afflicted by fortune before she
took to the trade and you get a dismal picture... Indeed, this was the curse of the
schools as well as of the governess system.. .that no-one regarded these occupations as a profession. Teaching was the only way in which a lady who had lost her
money or been disappointed in matrimony could hope to keep herself. Incredible
though it may seem, girls’ education was left entirely to the mercies of the world’s
failures. Do you remember in Cranford, where Miss Matty has lost all her money,
her natural reaction is to think of teaching? But....
“As to the branches of a solid English education.. .fancy work, the use of the globes,
such as a mistress of the Ladies Seminary, to which all the tradespeople of Cranford sent their daughters, professed to teach.. .Miss Matty’s eyes were failing her
and I doubted if she could find the number of threads in a worsted work pattern,
or rightly appreciate the shades required for Queen Adelaide’s face in the loyal
woolwork now fashionable in Cranford. As for the use of the globes, I had never
been able to find it out myself, so perhaps I was not a good judge of Miss Matty’s
capability of instructing in this branch of education, but it struck me that equator and
tropics and such mystical circles were very imaginary lines indeed to her and that
she looked on the signs of the Zodiac as so many remnants of the black art.”

Miss Matty of course, gave up the idea of being a pedagogue and sold tea instead,
but many a Miss Matty had no alternative. As one of the reformers was to put it
“To have lost money was formerly considered all that was necessary to prepare
a woman for earning a salary.” In this state of affairs, enterprise in education was
hardly to be expected. The governess could only teach what had been taught her,
perhaps very flimsily, in her own youth. And naturally, where little sound knowledge
could be offered, great stress would be laid on the genteel character of the education, till gentility and ignorance began to seem synonymous.
But there was one way in which the Victorian girl could receive a good education
if her circumstances allowed. Many of the Victorians were fortunate enough to belong, like Jane Austen, to big lively families with sensible parents. Elizabeth Fry was
one of the 11 Gurneys, the gay Quakers of Eariham; Josephine Butler was one of
9; Elizabeth Barrett had a sympathetic father and a crowd of brothers and sisters.
If their brothers were sympathetic, the girls often kept up with them in Latin and in
their turn taught the younger members of the family. Indeed, later in the century,
we find the brothers learning from the sisters, for whom during the 60s a course
of lectures on political economy (“a subject ridiculed by many persons”) was given
at the North London Collegiate School not only did the girls take up the subject
very willingly, but the brothers who laughed at them at first, “afterwards took up the
subject with them.” Or we find Sara Burstall, one of the earliest scholars of Girton,
coming home to coach her younger brothers in their turn for the University. The only
eminent early Victorian woman I have been able to hear of who was educated at
a day school was Harriet Martineau, and she obtained her schooling by a peculiar
accident. When she was 12 the master of the Norwich school where her brothers
went was suddenly converted to Unitarianism. The immediate result was that half
his scholars were withdrawn and Mr.Perry was forced to fill their places with girls.
Harriet made full use of the opportunity and later took the advice of her brother who
advised her “to give up darning stockings and take to literature.” It was she who
carried off anonymously 3 prizes offered by the British Unitarian Society for 3 essays designed to convert Jews, Mohammedans and Roman Catholics respectively.
The family spirit is one of the pleasantest things in Victorian social history. Many of
the great figures were supported by a sympathetic father or brother or husband and
of course this is why the women’s movement accomplished its ends so tactfully,
so unsensationally. It was respectable. But of course in individual cases everything
depended on the family and the Martineaus and the Gurneys were few and far between.. . A girl might be utterly cramped by family life and home education.

Thackeray describes it at its most dismal. “This is the condition of a young lady’s
existence. She breakfasts at 8, she does Mangnall’s Questions with a governess till
10, she practises till 1, she walks round the square with bars round till 2, then she
practises again, then she sews or reads French or Hume’s History, then she comes
down to play to papa, because he likes music when he is asleep after dinner.”
(Even when parents were rich and clever like Mr and Mrs Nightingale, and gave
their daughters the best culture they knew, the daughters might still be cramped.
It was social snobbery that kept Florence so long from nursing. She speaks of her
mother’s horror at the proposal.. “I might have wanted to be a kitchenmaid.” Florence Nightingale made her escape, but how many Victorian girls of less genius and
willpower never did!”)
About 1850 there began to be signs of awakening in girls’ education, both in theory
and in practice. A very important event indeed was the founding of Queen’s Coll~g~
in Harley St in 1852, if not with the patronage, at least with the consent of the
Queen, who though a drastic opponent of “women’s rights”, took a kindlier view of
education. She was herself one of the best educated women of her day. Queen’s
College, which grew out of the Governesses’ Benevolent Institution with the idea
of giving some training to teachers, was virtually the first approach to University
Education for women, although University Coli~g~ and King’s College had both on
their foundation in the 1820s thrown open their lectures, though not their degrees,
to men and women alike. But the atheistic reputation of that godless institution in
Gower St and the reproach to propriety in lectures shared with men, made it impossible for ladies who valued the name to attend them. Queen’s College was therefore welcomed with open arms and its classes enthusiastically attended by young
women who wanted something better than the skimpy education of the boarding
school. Its standard was dragged down almost to that of a secondary school by the
unprepared state of those who came, but still it had some distinguished lecturers.
They were nearly all men, since there were as yet few women capable of lecturing
on any subject. They included such men as Charles Kingsley, Archbishop Trench,
and Frederick Denison Maurice. Among its first students were Dorothea Beale and
Frances Buss, later to become the first of the great headmistresses.
Meanwhile elsewhere there was formed the Northern Association for Promotj~g
the Hjgher Education of Women, from which sprang the system of the Un iver~jty
Extension Lectures, instituted specially for the use of women. For the first time in
history there was talk of women and the Universities in the same breath. (Incidentally, Mr Stuart of Cambridge who first instituted the Extension Lectures remarks
that no-one but the women ever offered to pay him. They offered £200.) Miss Emily
Davies led the first slight but significant assault on the universities when in 1862
she persuaded the examiners of the Cambridge Locals to read some 80 papers
written by girls.

The arithmetic was shocking but the general result was so good that a few years later they were formally admitted to competition on equal terms, though there was much disagreement as to whether,
in the interests of female modesty, the results ought to be published. Meanwhile public opinion
was being leavened in another way.. .by the increasing discussion of girls’ education in all kinds of
literature. Tennyson’s Princess looked forward with a queer mixture of jocularity and sentiment to
the female university:“With prudes for proctors, dowagers for deans,
And sweet girl graduates with golden hair..”
It rises to the great climax:“If she be small, slight natured, miserable,
How shall men grow? But work no more alone!
Our place is much; as far as in us lies
We too will serve them both in aiding her...
Will clear away the parasitic forms
Hat seem to keep her up, but drag her downWill leave her space to burgeon out of all
Within her- let her make herself her own
To give or keep, to live and learn and be
All that not harms distinctive womanhood.
For woman is not undeveloped man
But diverse; could we make her as the man,
Sweet love were slain, his dearest bond is this,
Not like to like, but like in difference.
Yet in the long years liker they must grow;
The man be more of woman, she of man;
He gain in sweetness and in moral height,
Nor lose the wrestling thews that throw the world,
She mental breath, nor fail in childhood care,
Nor lose the childlike in the larger mind;
Till at last she set herself to man
Like perfect music unto noble words.”
Eloquent as this is, considered as practical advice it is rather vague. Still, sadly as it curtails Princess Ida’s ambition, it is a noble advance on the more usual Victorian view. What never seems
to have occurred to Tennyson was that the academic ideal might be held in combination with the
social one. . . .that women educationalists were not of necessity men-haters, nor interest in astronomy incompatible with a graceful demeanour.

This Victorian antipathy to the well-informed lady comes out continually in the oddest ways. It lurks for instance in John Keble’s gentle censure on one of Charlotte
M. Yonge’s novels. “I think that when you make the ladies quote Greek, it would
be better if they were to say that they had heard it from their fathers or brothers.”
I now come to the central document relating to girls’ education in the 19th century.
In 1863 a Royal Commission was appointed to investigate the condition of the Endowed Schools of England. A small group of ladies, under the generalship of the
redoubtable Miss Emily Davies and including such great names as Lady Stanley of
Alderley, sent a petition asking that girls’ schools might be included in the Commission’s Report. . . .on the ground that many Grammar School endowments spoke
of “the children of the parish”, but that this had always been unfairly interpreted
in favour of the boys. The commissioners’ verdict on this point was very definite.
“The appropriation of all the educational endowments of the country to the education of boys is felt by a large and increasing number both of men and women to
be a cruel injustice.” Still it is an odd circumstance that the only reason why girls’
schools were ever included in the Endowed Schools Inquiry was precisely that
they did not come within its terms of reference. There was hardly any endowed
girls’ school in the country. However that may be, Emily Davies’ ingenuity won the
day and included they were; consequently an extra volume was added in 1868 to
the Commissioners’ 16- volume report on boys’ schools. It was soon republished
separately with a preface by Miss Beale of Cheltenham and had a wide circulation.
The state of affairs revealed in this report is almost past belief and the commissioners, all wise, unprejudiced and eminent men (one for instance was the philosopher
TH Greene) do not mince their verdict. Their conclusions are roughly of two kinds,
those which concern the curriculum as such, and those which consider the whole
function of girls’ education in society.
The curriculum of such schools as the commissioners could obtain entrance to..
.for many select establishments shut their doors in the face of what they considered impudent interference.., showed a peculiar mixture of dry-as-dust particles of
knowledge with the most superficial and hazy accomplishments. Reading and writing were in general well-taught, which confirmed the commissioners opinion that
women were good teachers of what they knew well themselves. But beyond this
all was weak and inexact. Spelling was variable, arithmetic excessively elementary
and inaccurate, French ungrammatical, Latin and Greek almost unattempted. English Literature was one of the stronger subjects and was treated with taste in some
of the better schools, but it tended to be rather languid.

History, Geography, science and general knowledge were often considered to be
covered by the horrible primer known as Mangnall ‘s Questions, of which a certain
portion was given to be learnt each day. In consequence, nothing was known except in the sequence in which it was learnt, or if known, could not be used. “I think,”
said one typical young lady to a question from the commissioner, “that Chaucer
lived in the reign of George III, but it might have been any other reign.” One of the
commissioners writes “On the day of my visit to Norwich Commercial School the
master had just heard his little daughter repeat her lesson before she set off for
school. The lesson was a marked passage from a book of miscellaneous questions
and answers. Four questions followed in this order:1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the hinder part of a ship called?
What is grass called after it is mown?
What are stalks of corn called after they are threshed?
What is the name of the principal cemetery at Paris?

Instead of taking the questions in order, as most schoolmistresses would do, the
father began with the last and the child unhesitatingly answered that the name of
the cemetery was “a stern.”
Things had certainly not changed much since the time of Jane Austen’s Miss Bertram, who could repeat by heart “the names of the Roman Emperors as low as
Severus, besides a great deal of the heathen mythology, and all the mortals, semimortals, planets and distinguished philosophers.” But if this is what did duty for
knowledge, the accomplishments were even worse. The home demand for fancy
needlework defeated even those schoolmistresses who wanted to teach good plain
sewing. The home demand for piano-playing was even more tyrannical. The commissioners condemn the indiscriminate teaching of this subject most heartily. It interferes most intolerably with the other lessons when each girl has to spend two
or three hours a day practising... “acquiring”, as Miss Beale observes with unusual
asperity “a mechanical facility which in the most favourable cases enables them to
rival a barrel-organ.” But bad as were some of the subjects taught, the omission of
any exercise of a lively kind was worse than all. There were no outdoor games save
croquet and running about was usually quite forbidden. There was no vigour either
in work or play. No wonder the girls were listless! Almost as bad was the omission of
any household subjects, for although the obvious aim of these schools was to turn
out marriageable young ladies, nothing at all was done to equip them for their future
occupation. As one of the commissioners sums up:-

“I cannot find that any part of the training given in ladies’ schools educates them
for domestic life or prepares them for duties which are supposed to be eminently
womanly. . . everywhere the fact that the pupil is to become a woman and not a
man operates upon her course of study negatively, not positively.”
The commissioners consider several suggestions for the improvement of the
standard of school work. The chief of these is the institution of impartial examinations. They cross-examine Miss Emily Davies, Miss Beale of Cheltenham and
Miss Buss of the North London_Collegiate School on the experiment of the Cambridge Locals. The headmistresses are emphatically in favour of an outside test
and they energetically resist the suggestion that there should be one certificate
for boys and another for girls. Very naturally they think that no-one will believe
that the girls’ arithmetic was as good as the boys’ unless they undergo an identical exam. Some curious objections are quoted against the public examinations.
One mistress tells the commission “The results must be kept strictly private, not
only from the public but from the girls themselves. Girls are unduly fond of approbation and this weakness must be carefully controlled.” And another: “I have
been told that the girls would hate each other if they became rivals, and that parents would be so jealous of the success of another person’s child that they would
remove their own.” The commonest outcry was on the score of health. Would it
not be injured by excessive study? But the reformers are well-armed to deal with
this attack. In her preface Miss Beale quotes the opinion of several distinguished
medical men, of which this is typical. “I am quite certain there would be less illness among the upper classes if their brains were more regularly and systematically worked.” She backs this up with a list of long-lived intellectual women. It is
a remarkable fact that the average length of life is so long among these ladies.
Mary Somerville died at 93, at work till the day of her death on The Theory of
D?fferences; Fanny Burney lived to be over 90; Miss Beale herself lived nearly as
long; and the indomitable Miss Emily Davies, the moving spirit of the 60s, went on
crutches to record her Parliamentary vote at the age of 91. At any rate, Miss Beale
was in no doubt as to the effect of hard work on a girl’s health. She writes “I think
study improves their health very much. They will not do nothing. . . you cannot say
to the human mind that it shall absolutely rest, but if they have not wholesome and
proper and unexciting occupations, they will spend their time on sensational novels and things much more injurious to their health. When I have heard complaints
about health being injured by study, they have proceeded from those who have
done least work at college.”

But the real kernel of the Royal Commission’s Report is not its review of school
conditions, appalling as that is... it is its criticism of the prevailing social ideal.
Again and again it is the ignorance of parents who do not want their daughters to
use their brains that the commissioners come up against. There are still too many
mothers who say with Jane Austen’s Lady Susan “I do not mean that Frederica’s
accomplishments should be more than superficial, and I flatter myself that she
will not remain long enough to understand anything thoroughly.” The only career
they entertain and idea of is marriage... “that one sacred vocation of matrimony”
as Frances Power Cobb observed, “for which a girl may lawfully leave a blind
father and a dying mother and go to India with Ensign Anybody.” To this, careereducation is regarded as a hindrance and not a help. Mr Fitch reports an interview
with a fashionable schoolmistress. “She turns upon me archly and says ‘You know
that gentlemen do not like learned ladies; our great aim is to make the young people attractive in society, and if we can do that we are satisfied.” Needless to say
this reflects little credit on the gentlemen. Another mistress despairingly informs
the commissioners that when she complains of a girl’s laziness in arithmetic, her
mother replies “Oh but you know her husband will be able to do her accounts for
her!” This makes us remember the first Mrs. David Copperfield. Yet as the commissioners point out, marriage needs a trained intelligence as much as any other
career. Even Dr. Johnson had conceded that “a woman may not be a worse wife
for being learned.” Besides, real social graciousness was hardly likely to come
from an education based on fancy work and Mangnall’s Questions, which if they
had any effect at all, would turn a girl into a walking dictionary. The commissioners
are of the opinion that sound knowledge will not injure good manners. One reports
“It happens that the finest manners I ever saw among young people, the most
perfect self-possession, modesty and freedom from affectation, were in a class of
girls brought to me to demonstrate a proposition in Euclid.”
But if it is bad for the future wives to be educated thus, it is worse even for the very
large proportion of girls, something like a third, who will have to spend their lives
as spinsters or widows. They have no means of attaining economic independence
or mental satisfaction. They will have nothing to occupy their minds. And here the
girls’ problem links with the schoolmistress’s, because mistresses are almost without exception, from this class of unfortunates. Happily, the commissioners already
saw signs of change, largely because of the labours of Miss Beale and Miss Buss,
who had begun to introduce a professional spirit into the world of girls’ schools.
New movements beyond the schools were having their effect. For the first time
there was some goal to act as a magnet for the best schools. There was an incentive to enter for the newly-opened outside exams and the further incentive in a few
cases to send girls on to Queen’s College, or to Bedford College which had been
founded a few years later.

There must have been tremendous stirrings in the educational world of the 60s to
account for the landslide of prejudice in the next few years. The Royal Commission
made a great contribution to this by expressing the confidence of a group of cultured
and experienced men in women’s natural powers. They expressed their conclusion thus: “So far, therefore, from acquiescing in the natural inferiority of women as
the moral state of things, it is really by the females of a community that one might
expect to see its mental tone maintained; it is there that one would look to find a
keener relish for literature or art, a livelier intellectual activity, a more perfect intellectual refinement.”
After 1868 events followed very fast on all fronts. In 1869 a committee, again headed by Miss Emily Davies, opened at small college for young ladies at Hitchen. It
began with five students who worked industriously for the Cambridge degree examinations. The difficulties were tremendous. They came from schools which gave
them little or no preparation for such high standards. They all had, of course, to take
Greek and Latin; they had no regular tutors, but had to rely on sympathetic University men who came perhaps once a week to lecture and some even of these kind
men... for instance Mr Bryce who despised the University curriculum and wanted
to give them something much more interesting, for their purpose of passing university exams, were quite useless. Finally, they never knew till the very last moment
whether their efforts had been in vain, for it depended entirely on the examiners’
indulgence whether their papers were read or not. They had no official status at
all. Still they persevered and found enormous happiness in feeling themselves pioneers in a great movement. One of them records that she woke up each morning
with a sort of sting of delight. And Miss Davies remarks with pleasure that appetites
both mental and physical were very keen. It was a new thing for there to be any kind
of intellectual comradeship among women.
The Hitchen College prospered and removed to Girton. In 1870 a very similar idea
was mooted at Oxford and the twin colleges of Ladyjylaigaret Hall and S ervilic were
founded.. .like Girton enjoying the tolerance and casual instruction of many university men. Meanwhile the great provincial universities, Manchester, Leeds and the
rest, were being founded to admit women on equal terms with men. Naturally there
was a startling improvement in girls’ schools as they began to acquire ambitions and
good teachers from the new colleges. The era of the day schools began with the
foundation in 1870 of the GPSDT and high schools began to spring up all over the
country. The gym tunic came in; even the conservative Miss Beale of Cheltenham
allowed playing-fields and bicycles by the end of the century; the popularity of Physical Culture is shown by the Punch cartoon of 1883 of the proud mother explaining
to the would-be suitor “Any one of my daughters can knock down their father.”

The old cry that women were incapable of intellectual achievement was silenced
by the proof of it, particularly at Girton. Public interest in the experiment ran so
high that when it became known (though women’s results were never published)
that Miss Agnata Ramsay was the only candidate in classics in 1887 to be placed
in the 1st division of the 1st class, Punch brought out a cartoon in which Mr Punch
in academic dress ushers a lady into a railway-carriage labelled “First Class: Ladies Only.”
The battle was won. The tide had turned and begun to flow equally strongly the
other way. Of course recognition from the older universities was still hard to win..
. women are to this day not actually members of Cambridge, though enlightened
Oxford admitted them in 1919. But in the schools there were no reservations and
the story may end very properly with the setting-up of our present system of State
Secondary Schools under the Act of 1902. A tailpiece to that is the provision in
1907 of the free place system which now links the secondary with the elementary
school... a consummation which would have made Miss Pinkerton’s hair stand
on end.
The influence of boys’ education on that of girls has been, some people think, excessive and injurious. But the victory would never have been won if the pioneers
had not adopted masculine standards, because those were the only standards
then respected. There was a moment in the last century when it seemed likely
that a double intellectual standard would be formed. Special women’s degrees
were proposed. It was a true instinct in Emily Davies to oppose this and she got
her claims respected. Now of course the wheel is coming full circle and after an
austere academic interval, the l8~ century domestic studies are coming more and
more into their own again in girls’ education. But if the influence of boys’ schools
on girls’ has been large, so has that of girls’ on boys’, especially in giving artistic
subjects a greater significance.
The most fascinating thing about the ~ century movement is the tact with which it
was conducted. It is a lesson in the technique of revolution. Its great women never outraged public opinion. They enlisted the proprieties on their side. With what
serpentine wisdom they persuaded 3 bishops and 2 deans to adorn the committee of Girton College! With what perfect understanding of the Victorian parent
Miss Beale fixed the hours of Cheltenham College “so that pupils may leave after
other schools are assembled,” and run no risk of walking to school with young
gentlemen! The movement abounds with fine aristocratic figures like Lady Stanley of Alderley the dowager of education, with the great men of the time.. .TH
Green, Henry Sidgwick, Ruskin, Dean Alford, JS Mill.. .men who believed with
Tennyson that “the women’s cause is man’s.” Nothing was done indiscreetly. It
was not so much artifice as a real sympathy

with the reformers and their age. The note is perfectly struck by the comment of
one of the commissioners on the headmistresses giving evidence.. . “What struck
us was their perfect womanliness. Why, there were tears in Miss Buss’s eyes!”
And yet with all this grace and gentility the reformers had wills of iron. They knew
what they wanted and always got it. Their method was to make an experiment
and afterwards reveal the result. Again and again the public was confronted with
an established fact. Instead of asserting women’s capacity, they proved it. They
were always practical. But behind their practical efforts there was always a strong
awareness of the waste of life that the old system meant, and the determination to
use life for the best. They were fulfilling that forlorn hope of Mary Wolistonecraft’ s
that women would one day “labour by reforming themselves to reform the world.”

It was self-evident that Margaret should be a great admirer of the suffragettes and
indeed her aunt by marriage, Eleanor Higginson, was one, and suffered much for the
cause. ‘Red Nelly’ as she was known, visited Bolton School ay Margaret’s invitation
and talked to the girls of her experiences.

Needless to say the Women’s Liberation Movement did not pass a Margaret by,
and the following notes form the basis of a LVI General Studies groups for the Sixth
Forms of both Divisions but we have no record that boys were present at this particular course!

The following are quotations from various writings of Margaret, culled from a
number of speeches given at different venues.

Margaret was often called upon for book reviews and also contributed frequently to the
‘Bolton Evening News. The following are
some examples:

A booklet was produced as part of 100th Birthday celebrations and Margaret was
asked to record some reminiscences of her years as Headmistress of Bolton School,
Girls’ Division. This what she wrote:

The following article appeared in the Bolton Evening News on the occasion of Margaret’s retirement:

Even at times of illness and reduced physical strength Margaret’s sense of humour,
determination and ready wit did not desert her. (This was sometimes a matter of
some amazement to the medical staff that supported her. Who else at the age of 89
would refuse to stay overnight in hospital in case she was ‘bed blocking’?)

Two obituaries form Margaret’s ‘adopted daughter’, Glenys Carter, and a dear friend,
Charles Winder, of the Boys’ Division need no further commentary.
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Group of friends at 63, Albert Road West.

Margaret and fellow-workers

School Prayers were always an important part of the day for Margaret. The following
are some of the prayers she wrote;
Many Bolton School Old Girls have abiding memories of School Prayers which were
a daily feature of our life at school, Apart from ‘set’ prayers Margaret wrote many
herself. Here are just a few examples:
God our Father, we have no right to call ourselves your children unless we recognize all men as our brothers, whatever their race, colour or religion. If we have the
chance to help strangers, make us friendly, imaginative and kind. And may we always think and speak justly and generously without fear of the crowd.
O God, you who fill our universe and without whom all space would be empty and
all life meaningless, draw us on always to seek fearlessly for truth, and help us to
find it, not only in knowledge of things outside ourselves but at the heart of our own
experience and in other people: through Jesus Christ who told us to seek and promised that we should find.
God out Father, in whose image all men and women are made, and from whom we
derive all sense of meaning in personal relationships, we thank you for all the love
we have already received and given, and for all we hope to give and receive during
the course of our lives.
Plant in us the outgoing, generous spirit that does not seek to mould and possess,
but to understand and encourage others, and increase in us daily the insight to perceive your spirit at the heart of all human love, grief and joy.

We hope you have enjoyed these shared memories of Margaret.
Our grateful thanks to Mr.Stuart Chell and Mr. Fahad Mohamed for their patience
and invaluable technical assistance in the production of this link.

